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A: You can just make a seperate table just for mapping name to ID and fetching data from map
table. You can find tips about using ID for linking relation in this FAQ From comment to

rohan.bereket, You are expected to fill ID as link from and to tables. Dont use hardcode ids in this
example i am just trying to illustrate your requirement. Mysql dbfiddle Michigan State has shown
that it can play with elite teams in the Big Ten and that is a great thing for the Buckeyes. As the

regular season comes to a close, they’ve only shown that they have a soft underbelly, which
could be problematic when they face top teams like Notre Dame in the postseason. Line up Ohio
State at Notre Dame. Notre Dame is one of the best teams in the country, and while they don’t

quite have Michigan’s name recognition, the Fighting Irish are just as hard to beat. The two
experienced top-10 offenses will feature a lot of players the other teams will be fighting for, so it

will be an incredibly entertaining matchup. As for Ohio State, I don’t like them when they’re
coming out of the bye week. I know they faced Iowa in that game, but without Braxton Miller,

Ohio State’s offense is at a slight disadvantage. The one exception to that rule is when Braxton
Miller comes back, but that is part of a team effort. And when Ohio State starts cranking up the

offense, it makes a statement to its opponents. That doesn’t necessarily mean that the Buckeyes
will win, but it means they have their game-plan working because they aren’t relying on the

running game to win games. Ohio State did do a good job on defense against Michigan, but what
they didn’t do was shut down Denard Robinson. I believe Notre Dame’s running game will have

an advantage over Ohio State’s because they have Jermauria Rasco and Corey Robinson. If Notre
Dame can establish running lanes against Ohio State’s defensive line, the Irish should be able to
move the ball and control the clock. If I had to pick a winner of this game, I would give it to the

Irish, but I would expect to see plenty of scoring from both sides. Great games don’t always
happen like this. They often
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